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Abstract: Nowadays, almost all (relevant) firms have their own websites which they use to 
publish information about their products and services. Using the example of innovation in 
firms, we outline a framework for extracting information from firm websites using web scrap-
ing and data mining. For this purpose, we present an easy and free-to-use web scraping tool 
for large-scale data retrieval from firm websites. We apply this tool in a large-scale pilot 
study to provide information on the data source (i.e. the population of firm websites in Ger-
many), which has as yet not been studied rigorously in terms of its qualitative and quantitative 
properties. We find, inter alia, that the use of websites and websites’ characteristics (number 
of subpages and hyperlinks, text volume, language used) differs according to firm size, age, 
location, and sector. Web-based studies also have to contend with distinct outliers and the 
fact that low broadband availability appears to prevent firms from operating a website. Fi-
nally, we propose two approaches based on neural network language models and social net-
work analysis to derive firm-level information from the extracted web data. 
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1. Introduction 
The World Wide Web (Web) is a ubiquitous medium for communicating and dissemi-
nating information. Billions of private and commercial users worldwide (OECD 2017) are 
producing increasing amounts of data. However, the sheer amount of data available, along 
with its mostly unstructured nature and its decentralized storage, impose specific require-
ments on the collection, pre-processing, and analysis of the data. Web mining, the application 
of data mining techniques to uncover relevant data characteristics and relationships (e.g. data 
patterns, trends, correlations) from unstructured web data, has been shown to be applicable 
in many fields of research (Raymond and Blockeel 2000; Askitas and Zimmermann 2015).  
In economic research, firm websites are a particularly interesting area of the Web. Firms 
use their websites to present themselves, as well as their products and services. The infor-
mation found on these websites can be used to assess firms’ products, services, credibility, 
achievements, key personnel decisions, strategies and relationships with other firms (Gök, 
Waterworth, and Shapira 2015). Surveying firms using their websites instead of conducting 
interviews or questionnaires or using other traditional methods, offers clear advantages 
(scale, cost, timeliness of the survey), but also comes with its own challenges (data collection 
and harmonization, data analysis). As yet, no consistent approach for studying firm websites 
has been established. In addition, the data source itself (i.e. the population of firm websites) 
has not been studied rigorously in terms of its qualitative and quantitative properties. Basic 
yet important data characteristics such as the structural properties of firm websites and their 
coverage of the overall firm population are unknown. Using the specific example of innova-
tion in firms, we outline a general framework for extracting information from firm websites 
using web scraping and data mining which can be adapted to a variety of economic research 
questions. We also present ARGUS (an Automated Robot for Generic Universal Scraping), 
an easy and free-to-use web scraping tool which allows for large-scale information retrieval 
from websites without requiring the user to have expert knowledge of web scraping technol-
ogy. The tool is applied in a case study with the aim of deriving best practice guidelines for 
the large-scale web scraping of firm websites and addressing the following two research 
questions: 
RS1.URL Coverage: What subpopulation of firms can be surveyed using web mining 
of firm websites? Is a systematic bias in terms of firm characteristics (age, size, 
sector, location etc.) to be expected? 
RS2.Website Characteristics: How do firm websites differ in terms of their size and 
content? 
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First, after identifying the shortcom-
ings of traditional innovation indicators, we outline our approach in developing a web-based 
innovation indicator (Section 2). In Section 3, we summarize previous findings regarding 
web-based innovation indicators. In Section 4, we present our data. Section 5 describes the 
applied ARGUS web scraper. In section 6, we present the results of a large-scale case study 
and key facts on the website properties of firms based in Germany, which will then be dis-
cussed in further detail in Section 6. Section 7 concludes and outlines future research. 
2. Web-based Innovation Indicators 
Innovation is defined as the implementation of a new or significantly improved product 
or process and is considered as a main driver of economic growth. The disruptive force of 
radical innovation has the ability to reshape the economy and pave the way for new periods 
of long-term economic growth, while incremental innovation causes continuous change. It is 
therefore a matter of public interest to measure innovation activities within a STI (science, 
technology and innovation) system. Measuring these innovation activities to a sufficient de-
gree of accuracy allows us to analyze a system’s driving factors as well as the effectiveness 
of STI policies. However, there is evidence that traditional indicators of innovation (e.g. 
questionnaire-based surveys and patent-based indicators) struggle to provide a timely and 
sufficiently granular picture of the current state of STI systems (Nagaoka, Motohashi, and 
Goto 2010; Squicciarini and Criscuolo 2013; OECD 2009). As an example, insufficient in-
novation indicators are assumed to be one possible cause for the so-called productivity para-
dox of an accelerating STI system and a simultaneous productivity slowdown as observed in 
developed countries (OECD 2015).  
In this chapter, we identify four major shortcomings of established innovation indicators 
(questionnaire-based, patent-based, and literature-based) and present a general analysis 
framework for web-based innovation indicators, which have the potential to overcome these 
shortcomings. Such indicators can be a useful addition to the range of indicators available. 
We argue that innovation indicators generated from the web mining of firm websites have 
the potential to offer timely and highly granular information on the STI system and are ob-
tainable on a large scale and at low costs.  
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2.1. Shortcomings of established inovation indicators 
Firm-level innovation is often measured by means of indicators constructed using data 
from large-scale questionnaire-based surveys. Examples of such surveys include the Oslo 
Manual-based biennial European Community Innovation Survey (CIS) and the annual Mann-
heim Innovation Panel (MIP), which also constitutes the German contribution to the CIS. 
Both surveys provide firm-level information about innovative and non-innovative enterprises 
as well as R&D expenditure. Furthermore, they characterize an innovation by its degree of 
novelty1 and the type of innovation2 (Eurostat and OECD 2005). However, such indicators 
suffer from some major drawbacks. The MIP, for example, covers 10,000 firms every year, 
which corresponds to only 0.3% of the total number of firms in Germany. Thus, the total 
number of innovative firms remains unknown and can merely be estimated through statistical 
analysis. Furthermore, rare but potentially important innovation activities may not be covered 
in the data at all. This also affects the analysis of spatial processes within the STI system, 
some of which happen to operate on a fine (micro-)geographical scale (Carlino and Kerr 
2015; Kerr et al. 2014; Arzaghi and Henderson 2008; Jang, Kim, and von Zedtwitz 2017; 
Catalini 2012). The effect of the presence of a university on the innovation activities of 
nearby firms, for example, is difficult to analyze if the local data sample of firms around the 
university is sparse. Consequently, established innovation indicators from questionnaire-
based surveys lack granularity. Additionally, questionnaire-based surveys – especially on a 
large scale – are costly and time intensive. They also lack timeliness as it takes time to collect 
and process the data. Furthermore, surveys require firm participation as the questionnaire has 
to be answered by the firm. As a result, voluntary surveys like the MIP suffer from uncom-
pleted questionnaires and the desired information is not always accessible (Kleinknecht, Van 
Montfort, and Brouwer 2002).  
As an alternative to questionnaire-based surveys, innovation activity can be studied by 
analyzing patents (patent applications, citations, licensing). However, indicators constructed 
from patents cover only technological progress for which legal protection has been sought 
(Archibugi and Pianta 1996). Moreover, most patents are never used (Shepherd and Shepherd 
2003); thus, they serve rather as indicators of inventions than of innovations. Another draw-
back of patent-based indictors derived from patent statistics, especially if they take a more 
selective approach, is that the dataset suffers from insufficient timeliness (Squicciarini and 
                                               
1 Innovations that are new to the firm, new to the market, new to the industry, or new to the world. 
2 Product innovations, process innovations, marketing innovations, and organisational innovations. 
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Criscuolo 2013). The time lag between priority date and the information becoming available 
is usually more than a year (OECD 2009). Literature-based innovation output indicators 
(LBIO) are constructed by counting innovations in scientific, technical, or trade journals. 
This indicator type is usually used to measure the degree of radicalness of innovations. How-
ever, LBIOs do not capture in-house process innovations and the measure can be inflated for 
some technologies which might help firm profits to improve by signaling innovativeness 
(Coombs 1996) or if other diverging incentives for firms to publish product innovations exist 
(Kleinknecht and Reijnen 1993). In addition, Acs, Anselin, and Varga (2002) indicate that 
LBIOs under-represent innovations in smaller firms as their influence on media is usually 
smaller. 
We identified the following shortcomings which apply to a varying degree to traditional 
innovation indicators: 
 Coverage: They cover only a fraction of the overall firm population. 
 Granularity: They suffer from insufficient sectoral and technological granularity. 
 Timeliness: They depict the state of the STI system as it was months or even 
years previously. 
 Cost: They involve high data collection costs, especially when conducted on a 
large scale. 
2.2. A general analysis framework for generating web-based innovation indicators 
Nowadays, almost all (relevant) firms have their own websites which they use to publish 
information about their products and services. We assume that they also use this platform to 
highlight new and innovative features. In addition, firm websites provide additional infor-
mation about firm credibility, achievements, key personnel decisions, strategies and relation-
ships with other firms (Gök, Waterworth, and Shapira 2015). These aspects can all be related 
to a firm’s innovation activity. Therefore, firm websites may reveal directly or indirectly 
whether new products, technologies, and processes are being implemented. While this data 
is publicly available, it is unstructured and stored in a decentralized manner. Therefore, there 
is a need for a consistent methodology for gathering and harmonizing the data, as well as for 
extracting innovation-related information. 
In Figure 1, we outline just such a methodology in the form of a general analysis frame-
work for generating web-based firm-level innovation indicators. Similar to traditional inno-
vation indicators, the base data is a firm (panel-)database which includes information on firm 
characteristics (e.g. sector, firm size) and, most importantly, the firms’ website addresses 
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(URLs). Ideally, the firm database has been matched to databases of established innovation 
indicators from questionnaire-based surveys, firm-level patenting data or literature data 
(LBIO), such that traditional indicators of innovation are available for a subsample of the 
firms. In a first step, the firms’ web addresses are passed to a web scraper. The web scraper 
is then used to download website content (texts, hyperlinks etc.) from the firms’ websites. In 
a third step, data mining techniques are applied to extract information on the firms’ innova-
tion activities from the downloaded website content. Based on this information, novel inno-
vation indicators can be constructed. At this stage, additional metadata on the firm can be 
used to support the analysis (pre-classification, classification model selection based on firm 
characteristics, information from established innovation indicators etc.). In a final step, the 
newly generated innovation indicators are merged back into the firm database. This last step 
also establishes a direct firm-level link between the novel innovation indicator and the estab-
lished indicators available from the auxiliary databases. This link can later be used to evaluate 
the new indicators against the traditional ones. 
 
Figure 1. General analysis framework for generating web-based innovation indicators. 
The proposed analysis framework allows for an automated, less costly analysis of entire 
firm populations than can carried out faster and in shorter intervals in comparison to tradi-
tional indicators. Furthermore, receiving firm information from websites does not require any 
effort on the part of the analyzed firms. As a result, web-based indicators have the potential 
to outperform traditional indicators in terms of coverage, granularity, timeliness, and survey 
costs. The crucial point in our proposed framework is the identification and extraction of 
those pieces of information from the unstructured website content that reveal information 
Firm 
Database
Surveys
Patents
LBIO
…
Web Scraper
Web Address Download of
Website Content
Match at
Firm-level
Data Mining
Innovation
Indicators Innovation-related
Information
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Metadata
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about firms’ innovation activities. We think that recent technological advances in analyzing 
unstructured data are making this possible (Steiger, Resch, and Zipf 2016; Mikolov et al. 
2011; Grentzkow, Kelly, and Taddy 2017). Methods such as deep neural networks for natural 
language processing and social network analysis are able to deal with the difficulties resulting 
from heterogeneous data sources and to extract interpretable and meaningful information (see 
Conclusion and Future Research Section).  
3. Previous Research 
There are only a few existing studies analyzing the usability of web-based innovation 
indicators. These studies either employ web content mining or web structure mining (Miner 
et al. 2012). The latter is the analysis of connections between entities (e.g. firms) via the 
hyperlink structure of websites. Katz and Cothey (2006) used this approach to develop a 
method that produces indicators for the web presence of innovation systems. In a case study 
on European and Canadian education institutions, they find that their method is suitable for 
measuring “the amount of recognition a nation or province’s web presence receives from 
other nations and provinces in their innovation systems” (Katz and Cothey 2006, 85). The 
authors emphasize the importance of reproducible and accurate indicators which are capable 
of dealing with the constantly changing properties of the Internet. Ackland et al. (2010) com-
bine a web structure with a web content analysis. 
In web content analysis, texts and other website content are analyzed. This approach is 
taken by the following studies: Youtie et al. (2012) use web scraping to explore the transitions 
from discovery to commercialization of 30 nanotechnology SMEs. Arora et al. (2013) use a 
similar approach to analyze entry strategies of SMEs commercializing emerging graphene 
technologies. Both study approaches are able to identify different innovation stages. Apply-
ing a keyword technique to explore the R&D activities of 296 UK-based enterprises, Gök, 
Waterworth, and Shapira (2015) find that web-based indicators offer additional insights when 
compared with patent and literature-based indicators. In addition, they emphasize that web 
mining as a research method has another advantage. The act of surveying a subject using web 
scraping does not cause certain problems such as altering the behavior of the study subject in 
response to being studied. The authors conclude “…that web mining is a significant and use-
ful complement to current methods, as well as offering novel insights not easily obtained 
from other unobtrusive sources” (Gök, Waterworth and Shapira 2015, 653). However, they 
raise the criticism that obtaining information from website data is more difficult and care 
needs to be taken when generating web-based indicators. The information on websites is 
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generally more related to innovation output than input. In addition, websites are self-reported 
and firms are not publishing new information on their websites at equal rates. Beaudry, 
Héroux-Vaillancourt and Rietsch (2016) use a keyword technique to generate innovation in-
dicators of Canadian aeronautic, space and defense, as well as nanotechnology-related firms 
based on the text on their websites. They find some significant correlation between their in-
dicators and traditional ones. Nathan and Rosso (2017) combine UK administrative micro-
data, media and website content to develop experimental measures of firm innovation for 
SMEs. The authors use proprietary data gathered by a data firm which uses website and me-
dia content to model firms’ lifecycle events such as new product and service launches. They 
are able to identify three times more product/service launches than patent applications from 
SMEs in 2014/2015. Nathan and Rosso (2017) conclude that web-based indicators are a use-
ful complementary measure to existing metrics as they reveal additional information. More-
over, they find that past patent activities are related to a firm’s current launch activities and 
that tech SMEs are substantially more launch-active than non-tech SMEs. 
The study by Kim et al. (2012) is also worth mentioning here. They do not make use of 
firm websites but apply text mining methods to forecast technology developments. The use 
data from published papers and patents to detect emerging technologies and determine their 
stage of development. As patents tend to detect inventions rather than innovations, firm web-
sites promise to provide additional insights for measuring technology developments with text 
mining tools.  
Studies on web-based innovation indicators have thus confirmed that firm websites are 
an interesting and rich data source for examining the innovation activity of firms and STI 
systems in general. However, no consistent approach (like the one we presented in the previ-
ous section) on how to study firms’ websites has yet been established. Moreover, the data 
source itself (i.e. the population of firm websites) has not been studied rigorously in terms of 
its qualitative and quantitative properties. A number of basic yet important data characteris-
tics are still unknown: 
 Structure: Structural properties (size/depth, type of information provided, tech-
nological framework, web technologies used, update frequencies, languages 
used) of firm websites are largely unknown. 
 Coverage: Coverage and structure of firm websites may differ systematically 
depending on the sector, firm size, firm age or region. 
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In the remainder of this paper, we attempt to fill in some of these gaps in knowledge by 
conducting a large-scale study using the whole population of German firm websites and ad-
ditional information on the firms. 
4. Data  
The Mannheim Enterprise Panel (MUP) is a panel database which covers the total pop-
ulation of firms located in Germany. It contains about three million firm observations which 
are updated on a semi-annual basis. The data covers firm characteristics such as the industrial 
branch (NACE codes; a classification of economic activities in the European Union), postal 
addresses, number of employees, as well as the website address (URL) of the firm. For more 
information on the MUP see Bersch et al. (2014). 
5. Methods 
Note on terminology: A website is the overall internet presence of a firm. A website consists 
of a number of webpages (e.g. “www.firm-name.com”, “www.firm-name.com/products”). 
The highest level webpage is called the homepage or the main page (e.g. “www.firm-
name.com”), while lower level webpages are called subpages (e.g. “www.firm-
name.com/products”), if a distinction has to be made. The first webpage downloaded from a 
website (the webpage corresponding to a URL in the user given list of URLs; this is usually 
the website’s homepage) is referred to as the start page. 
5.1. ARGUS web scraper 
ARGUS (Kinne 2018) is an easy and free-to-use web scraping tool. The program is based 
on the Scrapy Python framework (Scrapy Community 2008) and is able to crawl a broad 
range of different websites to extract content like texts and hyperlinks. Full documentation 
on the program can be found in the appendix and online. An ARGUS web crawl is based on 
a list of firm website addresses (URLs) provided by the user and proceeds as follows: 
1. The first webpage (usually a website’s main page) is requested using the first address 
in the given URL list. 
2. A collector item is instantiated, which is used to store the website’s extracted content, 
meta-data (e.g. timestamps, number of scraped URLs etc.), and a so-called URL 
stack. 
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3. The main page is processed: 
a) Content from the main page is extracted and stored in the collector item. 
b) URLs which refer to subpages of the same website (i.e. domain) are extracted 
and stored in the collector item’s URL stack. 
4. The algorithm continues to request subpages of the website using URLs from the 
URL stack. To do this, it can use a simple heuristic which gives higher priority to 
short URLs and those URLs which refer to subpages in a predefined language. 
a) Content and URLs are collected from the subpage and stored in the collector 
item. 
b) The next URL in the URL stack is processed. 
5. The algorithm stops processing a website once all subpages have been processed or 
as soon as a predefined number of webpages per website have been processed. 
6. The collected content is processed and exported into an output file. 
7. The next website is processed by requesting the next URL from the URL list. The 
described process continues until all firm website addresses from the list provided by 
the user have been processed. 
 
Currently, ARGUS is able to scrape two kinds of web content: texts and hyperlinks. 
Figure 2 shows an exemplary extract of the database generated when using the scraper’s 
option to download texts. In Figure 2, each line equals one webpage and n webpages equal 
one website. The number of downloaded webpages n per website is set by a limit parameter 
which can be adjusted by the user. If requested by the user, ARGUS uses a simple heuristic 
to select the subpages to download next after the initial landing webpage (dl_rank=0 in Fig-
ure 2) has been processed. Instead of requesting subpages in the order in which their URL 
appears in the website’s HTML code, ARGUS continues with the shortest URL it finds. This 
may be a useful option if one is interested in more general information on the firm whose 
website is being scraped. We assume such general information ise usually located at the top 
level of websites (e.g. “firm-name.com/products”, “firmname.com/team”). Additionally, 
ARGUS offers the option to preferentially select those URLs which indicate that they refer 
to a certain language. This is done by searching for ISO-3166 codes in the found URLs (e.g. 
“/de/” for German, “/fr/” for French). Our results show that this simple language heuristic 
helps to restrict the scraped texts to a certain language (see Results section). 
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Figure 2. Exemplary extract of the database containing the scraped website texts of a single firm. 
 
Figure 3 shows an exemplary extract of the database generated when using the scraper’s 
option to download hyperlinks. Here, each line equals one website. Hyperlinks found on n  
(n ≤ limit parameter) webpages of each website are aggregated at the domain level (e.g. “firm-
name.com”). While crawling a website, the algorithm proceeds with selecting the next sub-
page URL to download as described above (i.e. URL selection heuristic can be used). The 
hyperlinks found on a website are split into two groups: hyperlinks to in-sample websites and 
hyperlinks to out-of-sample websites. Links_internal (see Figure 3) contains hyperlinks to 
only those websites which were in the initial list of firm website addresses provided by the 
user, while the links_external column contains both hyperlinks to in-sample websites and to 
other (out-of-sample) websites. This allows the user to analyze links between a set of prede-
fined firms (e.g. only German firms), as well as their wider (e.g. non-German) network, sep-
arately. Note, however, that out-of-sample websites are not crawled and ARGUS, thus, does 
not collect information on whether connections to out-of-sample website are reciprocal. 
 
 
Figure 3. Exemplary extract of the database containing the scraped hyperlinks texts  
of a five different firms. 
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6. Results 
6.1. URL coverage 
For our analysis, we use Mannheim Enterprise Panel data from early 2018 and restrict 
our data to firms which were definitely economically active at that time. This leaves us with 
about 2.52 million firms and URLs for about 1.15 million firms (46% coverage) (see Table 
1). URL coverage differs by sector, firm size (in terms of employees), and the firms’ age. 
Table 1 breaks down the firm population by sector (variable available for 96% of firms; sector 
classification in Table A1 in the appendix). From the table, it can be observed that some 
sectors are fairly well covered (≥70% coverage for materials, electronic products, mechanical 
engineering, and public services), while other sectors are poorly covered in our dataset (≤40% 
coverage for agriculture, public utility, construction, transport, financial services). 
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Table 1. Number of firms and number of available URLs by sector. 
 
Table 2 shows the URL coverage by the number of employees firms have (variable avail-
able for 38% of firms). We can see that most firms are very small (micro-enterprises with 
less than 6 employees) and that coverage for this group is rather low (49%). For small firms 
(6-25 employees) coverage is decent (84%). Medium (26-250 employees) and large firms 
(>250 employees) are covered very well (94%; 97%). These numbers are in line with official 
statistics, which cite the share of enterprises in Germany with websites at 87% for firms with 
10 or more employees and 64% for firms with less than 10 employees (Eurostat 2018). A 
two-sample t-test (see e.g. Krzywinski and Altman 2013) indicated a highly significant dif-
ference in the number of employees between the overall firm population ( ̅=3.4) and the 
subpopulation covered by a URL ( ̅=19.6).  
Sector # firms # URLs : 
Agriculture 73,111 13,507 0.18 
Mining 1,528 795 0.52 
Consumer goods 50,423 30,130 0.60 
Petrochemistry 3,617 2,489 0.69 
Pharmaceuticals 928 594 0.64 
Materials 14,628 10,218 0.70 
Metal products 33,267 20,934 0.63 
Electronic products 13,432 9,675 0.72 
Mechanical engin. 17,781 12,677 0.71 
Other products 29,267 17,600 0.60 
Public utility 27,038 9,718 0.36 
Construction 289,399 116,137 0.40 
Wholesale 218,664 112,070 0.51 
Retail 240,857 123,141 0.51 
Transport 80,373 24,585 0.31 
Food services 113,688 60,258 0.53 
ICT services 89,061 55,062 0.62 
Financial services 227,927 83,064 0.36 
Advanced services 338,519 175,774 0.52 
Other personal serv. 163,391 68,133 0.42 
Public services 38,217 27,918 0.73 
Health/social serv. 117,383 73,084 0.62 
Other services 200,293 95,896 0.48 
MISSING sector 140,439 5,389 0.04 
Total 2,523,231 1,148,848 0.46 
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Table 2. URL coverage by firms’ number of employees. 
 
 
Table 3 shows the URL coverage by firm age (variable available for 91% of firms). 
Several historical events which led to an increased firms being founded can be seen in the 
firms’ age distribution (left): German Reunification (~28 years), constitution of the Federal 
Republic after the Second World War (~70 years), and the entrepreneurial boom of the Grün-
derzeit (~120 years). Furthermore, URL coverage in the data increases with firm age. While 
very young firms (younger than two years) are poorly covered (18%), firms which are older 
than six years have better coverage (about 50%). It should be noted that firm age and firm 
size are highly correlated (Spearman’s rho of 0.37; p<0.001). A two-sample t-test indicated 
a highly significant difference in the age the overall firm population ( ̅=16.7) and the covered 
subpopulation ( ̅=21.2). 
Figure 4 maps the ratio of firms with an available URL to the overall firm population by 
district. We can observe that low and high ratios do not seem to be randomly scattered, but 
instead low coverage can be primarily found in East Germany, while West Germany seems 
to be well covered. This impression of non-randomness is confirmed by a high and significant 
Moran’s I (see e.g. Fischer and Getis 2010) value of 0.39 (p<0.001) indicating high positive 
spatial autocorrelation (clustering). We further identified several significant (p<0.05) local 
clusters of both high (West and South-West) and low (East and North-East) URL coverage 
using Getis-Ord Gi* (Getis 2009) measure of local autocorrelation. We also find that cover-
age is generally better in densely populated (urban) areas, indicated by a very high and sig-
nificant correlation between population density and URL coverage (Spearman rho of 0.5; 
p<0.001). This relation can also be seen in Figure 4. 
  
# employees # firms # URLs : 
1-5 655,617 324,393 0.49 
6-25 229,995 193,648 0.84 
26-250 71,778 67,132 0.94 
>250 6,481 6,298 0.97 
all 963,871 591,471 0.61 
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Table 3. URL coverage by firms’ age. 
 
 
 
Figure 4. Ratio of URL covered firms by districts. 
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>100 36,138 20,548  0.57 
all 2,303,368 1,082,380  0.47 
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Missing URLs in our data can result from either incomplete inquiry by the data provider 
or the fact that firms have no website. We control for this using two control variables. Some 
legal forms require a mandatory entry in official commercial registries – a procedure which 
makes surveying the firm a lot easier and, thus, increases the probability of a correctly entered 
URL in our data. We use information on the firms’ legal form to control for this. The search 
quality variable controls for bias in the data provider’s search strategy as well. We use the 
availability of a phone number in our data as an indicator for how well the firm was re-
searched by the data provider. 
Table 4 shows the results (marginal effects) of a probit regression with URL availability 
in our data as the dependent variable. Broadband availability is measured as the percentage 
of households in the firm’s municipality that have potential access to broadband internet  
(≥50 Mbits download speed available; all technologies) (BKG, BMVI, and TÜV Rheinland 
2016). Population density controls for urban or rural firm locations and makes sure that 
broadband availability is not just a proxy for urban/rural firm location. Employees, age, and 
sector are defined as above. Our baseline firm is a mechanical engineering firm in a region 
with >95% broadband availability, 0 population density (rural area), >250 employees, >100 
years of age, a legal form which requires an entry in the German commercial registry, and 
with an available phone number in our data. The pseudo-R² of the model is 0.19 and the mean 
variance inflation factor is 9.36, indicating unproblematic multicollinearity. 
Our findings above are confirmed by the probit regression. Very young and very small 
firms do not have websites, and the firm’s sector plays a vital role as well. The regression 
also shows that firms in areas with low broadband availability are less likely to have a web-
site. Our controls make us confident that this is not just a bias in the search strategy of our 
data provider. Instead, low broadband availability may detain firms from going digital and 
running their own website. According to the estimated effects, 30,000 firms (extrapolated to 
the total firm population) do not have a websites because of their region’s low high-speed 
Internet availability. This relates to 3.6% of firms in poor Internet regions, and to 1% of the 
total firm population in Germany respectively. 
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Table 4. Probit regression results: Firm has/has no (1/0) URL. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Baseline firm: Mechanical engineering firm in region with >95% broadband availability, >250 employees, >100 years old,  
has legal form which requires entry in commercial registry, and other contact info (phone) is available in data. 
*p≤0.05, **p≤0.01, ***p≤0.001; n=2,108,104 
Variable Marginal effect 
Robust  
Std. Error 
Broadband (≥50Mbits) availability 
76-95% -0.001 0.001 
50-75% -0.022*** 0.001 
10-50% -0.044*** 0.001 
0-10% -0.057*** 0.002 
Population density 
1,000 people/km² 0.008*** 0.000 
Employees 
MISSING -0.484*** 0.005 
1-5 -0.373*** 0.005 
6-25 -0.134*** 0.005 
26-250 -0.041*** 0.006 
Age 
0-1 -0.242*** 0.003 
2-5 -0.093*** 0.003 
6-25 -0.061*** 0.003 
26-100 -0.072*** 0.003 
Sector 
Agriculture -0.308*** 0.004 
Mining -0.188*** 0.013 
Consumer goods -0.052*** 0.004 
Petrochemistry 0.014 0.009 
Pharmaceuticals -0.027 0.016 
Materials -0.010 0.005 
Metal products -0.075*** 0.005 
Electronic products 0.030*** 0.006 
Other products -0.041*** 0.005 
Public utility -0.201*** 0.005 
Construction -0.197*** 0.004 
Wholesale -0.095*** 0.004 
Retail -0.077*** 0.004 
Transport -0.282*** 0.004 
Food services -0.040*** 0.004 
ICT services 0.053*** 0.004 
Financial services -0.176*** 0.004 
Advanced services -0.060*** 0.004 
Other personal services -0.129*** 0.004 
Public services 0.136*** 0.004 
Health/social services 0.021*** 0.004 
Other services -0.030*** 0.004 
Legal form 
Registry entry not mandatory -0.059*** 0.001 
Foreign legal form 0.358*** 0.020 
Search quality 
No other contact info -0.362*** 0.001 
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6.1.1. Request errors and URL redirects 
We randomly draw 11,477 firms for which an URL is available and used ARGUS to 
scrape their websites. Doing so, we were able to scrape 84.2% of the websites. The remaining 
15.8% websites returned errors (DNS errors, timeouts, and HTTP errors) when requesting 
their start pages. T-tests between firms with successfully/not successfully requested websites 
showed no significant difference in firm size and age. However, some sectors (e.g. mechan-
ical engineering, consumer goods, and petrochemistry) had fewer errors than others (financial 
services, public services) (see Table 5).  
 
Table 5. Request errors by sector. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We further investigated the share of URLs for which initial requests are redirected. We 
only tag redirects if the redirect results in crawling a webpage from a different (second level) 
domain (e.g. “www.example.com” redirects to “www.sample.com”). Redirects between se-
cure and standard HTTP (e.g. “http://www.example.com” to “https://www.example.com”) 
and subdomain changes (e.g. “www.products.example.com” to “www.example.com”) are 
Sector # firms # errors : 
Agriculture 107 12 0.11 
Mining 7 1 0.14 
Consumer goods 300 31 0.10 
Petrochemistry 18 2 0.11 
Pharmaceuticals 6 1 0.17 
Materials 105 13 0.12 
Metal products 204 27 0.13 
Electronic products 109 14 0.13 
Mechanical engineering 134 11 0.08 
Other products 165 19 0.12 
Public utility 107 18 0.17 
Construction 1,218 156 0.13 
Wholesale 1,147 180 0.16 
Retail 1,217 223 0.18 
Transport 222 28 0.13 
Food services 608 110 0.18 
ICT services 557 82 0.15 
Financial services 836 224 0.27 
Advanced services 1,718 258 0.15 
Other personal services 691 104 0.15 
Public services 280 53 0.19 
Health/social services 702 100 0.14 
Other services 963 138 0.14 
Total 11,421 1,805 0.16 
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not tagged as redirects. Redirects we tag can be both harmless (e.g. a firm registered a new 
domain and redirects there from its old domain) and severe (e.g. firm A was acquired by firm 
B and firm A’s old URL now redirect to website of parent company B; small firms sometimes 
register domains but redirect to personal pages on social media like facebook.com). To be 
sure that the crawled website really belongs to the corresponding firm, redirected requests 
must either be checked thoroughly or excluded from the analysis. We opt for the latter. Over-
all, 9,5% of URLs we successfully requested redirected. T-tests showed no significant dif-
ference in firms’ age and size between redirecting and non-redirecting URLs. Again, some 
sectoral differences can be seen in Table 6. 
 
Table 6. URL redirections by sector. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Sector # firms # redirects : 
Agriculture 95 5 0.05 
Mining 6 0 0.00 
Consumer goods 269 29 0.11 
Petrochemistry 16 2 0.13 
Pharmaceuticals 5 0 0.00 
Materials 92 7 0.08 
Metal products 177 21 0.12 
Electronic products 95 14 0.15 
Mechanical engineering 123 12 0.10 
Other products 146 14 0.10 
Public utility 89 12 0.13 
Construction 1,062 60 0.06 
Wholesale 967 111 0.11 
Retail 994 100 0.10 
Transport 194 17 0.09 
Food services 498 32 0.06 
ICT services 475 55 0.12 
Financial services 612 75 0.12 
Advanced services 1,460 157 0.11 
Other personal services 587 49 0.08 
Public services 227 26 0.11 
Health/social services 602 48 0.08 
Other services 825 67 0.08 
Total 9,616 913 0.09 
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6.2. Website characteristics 
6.2.1. Number of subpages 
Excluding websites which resulted in request errors or redirects reduces our firm sample 
by 23.8% to 8,744 firms. For the subsequent analysis, the ARGUS web scraper limit param-
eter, which defines the maximum number of subpages scraped from a single website, was set 
at 2,500. The mean number of webpages per website is 218.8 (SD 604.7) and the median is 
15, resulting in a highly skewed (3.24) distribution, as can also be seen in Figure 5. A con-
siderable share (5.86%) of the websites reached the crawler’s limit of 2,500 subpages, indi-
cating that an unlimited crawl would result in an even more skewed distribution. 
 
Figure 5. Histogram of number of webpages on firms’ websites. 
 
Figure 6 shows that the median number of webpages per website does not differ consid-
erably between sectors. The mean number of webpages does so though. A regression analysis 
(Table A2 in the appendix) indicates that only certain sectors (pharmaceuticals, retail, ICT 
services, financial services, and other services) have a significant effect on the number of 
webpages when compared against the baseline sector of mechanical engineering when con-
trolling for the firms’ size and age. However, the predictive performance of the regression 
model is rather low (R²=0.06). Both the regression and a high correlation coefficient (Spear-
man’s rho of 0.19; p<0.001) between firm size (number of employees) and the number of 
webpages indicate that larger firms have larger websites. 
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Figure 6. Notched boxplot of number of webpages on firms’ websites by sector; means as red dots. 
6.2.2. Text volume 
On average, a webpage has 3295.86 characters (SD=9960.43) and half of the webpages 
have 1970.8 characters or less (about two thirds of a page of text in this paper), resulting in 
a highly skewed (39.05) distribution as seen in Figure 7.  
An OLS regression analysis (Table A3 in the appendix) shows that the mean number of 
characters per webpage does not relate to a firm’s characteristics (age, size, and sector). Con-
sequently, the predictive performance of the model is very low (R²=0.01). 
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Figure 7. Histogram of mean number of characters on webpage. 
 
6.2.3. Text language 
We randomly drew 911 websites from our sample above and detected the languages used 
in all of their 193,504 webpages using Python’s langdetect library (Danilak 2015). 91.9% of 
the webpages could be classified and of these 88.2% were classified as being written in Ger-
man. Most (60.8%) of the non-German language webpages were classified as written in Eng-
lish. Manual checking indicated that the share of English language webpages is likely to be 
slightly overestimated due to the frequent use of English vocabulary in otherwise non-Eng-
lish text. Most websites are written almost completely in German (close to 100% of their 
webpages are classified as German), as can be seen in Figure 8. The regression analysis in 
Table A4 in the appendix shows that the share of German language on a firm’s website is 
related to the firm’s sector, while the firm’s size, age, and location does not play a significant 
role. Compared to the baseline mechanical engineering firm, only firms from the pharmaceu-
tical sector use less German language on their websites, while firms from other sectors (e.g. 
agriculture, mining, metal products, public services) use more German. The predictive per-
formance of the model is rather high (R²=0.17) too.  
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Figure 8. Histogram of share of webpage in German language. 
It is important to keep in mind that the webpages were not selected uniformly or ran-
domly from the firms’ websites, as we used the ARGUS language selection heuristic set to 
German. Consequently, a high share of webpages with text in German does not necessarily 
imply that the firm exclusively uses German on its website. Changing the preferred language 
to English decreases the share of German classified webpages from 88.2% to just 74.9% and 
increases the share of English webpages from 7.2% to 11.3%. This indicates that some firms 
have a German and an English version of their website and ARGUS is able to scrape a pre-
ferred language if desired by the user – a desirable feature as most natural language pro-
cessing methods require text corpora in a single language. The fact that some firms only have 
non-German texts on their websites (share < 0.2 in Figure 8; 4.5%) indicates that some Ger-
many-based firms do not have a German version of their websites at all. 
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6.2.4. Hyperlinks 
We scraped links from the websites of our initial firm sample of 8,744 observations (see 
5.2.2; limit parameter set to 100). The resulting distribution of hyperlinks per website is ex-
tremely skewed (72.14), with no website having less than 14 hyperlinks and some outlier 
websites including tens of thousands of hyperlinks: The mean number of hyperlinks per web-
site is 252.17 (SD 1779.69) and the median is 116. Unsurprisingly, the number of hyperlinks 
found on a firm’s website is highly correlated (Spearman’s rho of 0.51; p<0.001) with the 
website’s overall size (i.e. number of webpages). 
Hence, it is more interesting to investigate the mean number of hyperlinks per webpage. 
On average, a webpage contains 14.52 hyperlinks. The median number of hyperlinks per 
webpage is just 6, resulting in a highly skewed (30.63) distribution as seen in Figure 9. In 
Figure 10, we can see that the median is rather stable over sectors, while the mean fluctuates 
somewhat between sectors (driven by outlier firms). The OLS regression (Table A5 in the 
Appendix) has a very low predictive performance (R²=0.006) and indicates that firm charac-
teristics (sector, size, age, broadband availability) play no significant role in the mean number 
of links per webpage. 
 
Figure 9. Histogram of number of links per website. 
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Figure 10. Notched boxplot of number of links on firms’ websites by sector; means as red dots. 
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7. Discussion 
We first analyzed the availability of firm website URLs in our dataset (URL coverage) 
and investigated regularities concerning URL coverage and firms’ characteristics. We also 
tried to untangle the cause of missing URLs in our dataset and distinguish between true miss-
ing values (the firm has no website) and false missing values (the firm has a website, but it 
was not found by the data provider). Based on our case study results, regularities in the URL 
coverage remain even after controlling for bias in the search strategy of the data provider. 
Using our proposed framework for generating web-based indicators, there may be difficulties 
when observing very young and very small firms, especially from certain sectors such as 
agriculture and in rural areas. In addition, low broadband availability seems to hinder firms 
from going digital and setting up a website and therefore systematically excludes them from 
web-based studies. If one assumes that low broadband availability is associated with low 
private and commercial use of the internet, this may indicate that firms with more local mar-
kets and located in an area of low broadband availability have no incentive to set up their 
own website in order to communicate with customers. On the other hand, our results show 
that medium-sized and medium-aged, as well as large firms can be thoroughly surveyed using 
our proposed approach. This is especially true in urban areas. Given that such firms conduct 
the vast majority of innovative activity in Germany (C Rammer et al. 2017), we conclude 
that our approach and our data is suitable for analyzing the German STI system. 
We identified URL redirects as a potential issue when conducting web-based studies. 
Out-dated URLs may result in potentially harmful redirects (see 5.1.1). If one is working 
with large-scale datasets, it is usually not possible to make sure that the available firm website 
addresses are all up-to-date. To ensure unbiased results, we recommend excluding firms with 
URL redirects from web-based studies. Given that less than 10% of successful URL requests 
were redirected, and we did not find any systematic firm age or size bias, excluding URL 
redirects seems reasonable. We also identified a non-uniform distribution of redirects across 
sectors, which may result from strong dynamics (firm start-ups, closured, mergers and acqui-
sitions) within some sectors. 
Our results showed that firm website size (i.e. number of webpages) is highly correlated 
to a firm’s size (number of employees) as well as to a firm’s sector. Large firms have larger 
websites (more webpages on their websites), but they do not provide (on average) more text 
on each of these webpages. In general, we find that outliers play an important role when 
conducting web-based studies. Some websites are extremely large in terms of the number of 
webpages and the amounts of text. This outlier issue also causes the mean number of 
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webpages per website to vary quiet strongly between sectors. On the other hand, the median 
number of webpages per website is rather stable across sectors (about 15 webpages per web-
site). To fully scrape two thirds of all firm websites completely, it is sufficient to set the 
maximum webpage download per website limit to 50. Fully scraping 90% of the firms’ web-
sites requires that this threshold be raised to 250. About 6% of firms can be seen as extreme 
outliers with 2,500 or more webpages. Based on these purely quantitative results, it is difficult 
to make any best practice recommendation since only further qualitative investigations can 
reveal what webpage threshold is sufficient to scrape the desired information from firms’ 
websites. However, our results should provide researchers with a sound reference point when 
conducting their own studies. 
Concerning the language used on the firms’ websites, our results showed that, unsurpris-
ingly, most websites of Germany-based firms are in German. However, a considerable share 
(about 5%) of the firms have mostly (≥80%) non-German texts on their websites. Given that 
most natural language processing algorithms require text corpora to be in a single language, 
this is a significant result. We were also able to show that the ARGUS simple language se-
lection heuristic helps to restrict the texts downloaded to a certain language. The same results 
also indicate that a considerable share of firms provide several versions of their website in 
different languages. This ARGUS language selection heuristic is likely to be even more im-
portant when working with websites from multilingual countries (e.g. Switzerland, Belgium). 
Furthermore, we found significant sectoral differences in the use of language. Some sectors 
(e.g. agriculture, personal services, construction) mostly use German, while others (e.g. me-
chanical engineering, pharmaceuticals) use other languages as well. We assume that the sec-
tor’s orientation towards either local/national or international markets may play an important 
role here.  
The total number of hyperlinks that can be found on a firm’s websites is, unsurprisingly, 
highly correlated to the number of webpages it has. The mean number of links per website, 
however, seems to be randomly distributed with no significant relationship to the firm’s size, 
age, or sector. If hyperlinks between firms are interpreted as some kind of relationship (e.g. 
customer, cooperation), this would indicate that, on average, the connectedness of a firm 
grows with its size. A qualitative analysis of these connections could reveal whether certain 
types of firms (e.g. innovative ones) are connected differently (e.g. in the degree of local, 
intra-sector connectedness) compared to other types (e.g. non-innovative firms). 
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8. Conclusion and Future Research 
8.1. Conlusion 
In this paper, we proposed a framework for generating indicators for the web mining of 
firms’ websites and illustrated, using the example of innovation indicators, how these novel 
indicators can be a useful addition to the existing set of indicators available. We argued that 
established innovation indicators have a number of shortcomings concerning their coverage, 
granularity, timeliness, and associated costs and that web-based indicators have the potential 
to overcome these limitations. The proposed framework is composed of four key parts: a 
database with firm-level metadata and firms’ web addresses, a web scraper to download firm 
website content, data mining to extract information from the downloaded content, and the 
actual innovation indicators generated from the extracted information. The remainder of the 
paper dealt with the first two, presenting a universally applicable web scraper and a pilot 
study to investigate the properties of German firm websites. During the pilot study, we tack-
led two research questions. 
8.1.1 RS1: URL coverage 
URL coverage differs systematically based on firms’ characteristics and, thus, excludes 
certain firm types from web-mining surveys. Only a fraction of very young and very small 
firms can be observed using our proposed approach. We also find sectoral and regional dif-
ferences. Some sectors and regions exhibit very low URL coverage, while others are thor-
oughly covered. Furthermore, we find that low local broadband availability can prevent firms 
from setting up their own internet presence. We further identified initial HTML redirects 
caused by out-of-date website address data as a potentially harmful error source. We recom-
mend excluding all HTML redirects from further analysis. 
8.1.1 RS2: Website characteristics 
From our analysis results, we concluded that web-based studies have to deal with outlier 
issues, with about 6% of firms having websites with a number of webpages four or more 
standard deviations from the population mean. This issue is even more pronounced concern-
ing the amount of text and hyperlinks found on firms’ websites. Large firms not only operate 
larger websites, they also provide disproportionally more hyperlinks on these platforms. We 
also find that the number of webpages per website differs depending on the firms’ sector, as 
does language, with some sectors making significantly greater use of non-German languages 
than others. We were also able to show that the ARGUS language selection heuristic helps 
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to restrict text downloads to a certain language and to exploit the fact that many firms provide 
several different language versions of their website. 
8.1. Future Research 
8.1.1 Estimating firms’ innovation activities using neural networks 
For future text analysis, we propose an approach for estimating a firm’s innovation ac-
tivity as outlined in Figure 11. A neural network is trained using texts scraped from websites 
of firms for which established innovation indicators are available. Such indicators can be 
used to create a training dataset of labelled (innovative/non-innovative) website texts. After 
training the neural network, unlabeled website texts (i.e. texts from websites of firms with 
unknown innovation activity) can be examined by the network and given a probability of 
being scraped from an innovative firm’s website. Given that such information is available, 
additional firm metadata (e.g. the sector of the firm) can be used to enhance the model. Recent 
developments (e.g. Mikolov et al., 2011, 2013; Mikolov, Yih and Zweig, 2013) in the field 
of natural language processing (NLP) make this approach potentially the most promising 
when it comes to inferring information about firms’ innovation activity based on their web-
sites’ textual content. 
 
Figure 11. Approach for estimating a firm’s innovation activity using a neural network. 
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8.1.2 Social network analysis as a means of hyperlink structure analysis 
In this paper, we showed that networks of interconnected firms can be extracted from 
the web using ARGUS web scraper. Given that the appropriate metadata is available, specific 
regional and sectoral firm networks can be examined, like the one shown in Figure 12, which 
maps an exemplary network of software firms based in Berlin, Germany. Social network 
analysis offers an extensive set of widely adapted techniques for analyzing such networks in 
a quantitative manner (see e.g. Scott and Carrington 2011). Future research should aim to 
find regularities in the structure of firms’ hyperlink networks, preferably by using established 
innovation indicators to differentiate between innovative and non-innovative firms and firm 
segmentations. Datasets like the one shown in Figure 12 could also be used to investigate the 
relatedness of firms on a microgeographic level of analysis, which is already an active string 
of research (see e.g. Christian Rammer, Kinne, and Blind 2016). 
 
 
Figure 12. Exemplary map of hyperlink connections between software firms  
based in Berlin, Germany. Basemap: OpenStreetMap 
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Appendix 
Table A1. Sectors’ NACE code ranges. 
 
  
NACE code range Sector label Level 1 codes 
0-4999 Agriculture A 
5000-9999 Mining B 
10000-18999 Consumer goods C 
19000-20999 Petrochemistry C 
21000-21999 Pharmaceuticals C 
22000-24999 Materials C 
25000-25999 Metal products C 
26000-27999 Electronic products C 
28000-30999 Mechanical engineering C 
31000-34999 Other products C 
35000-40999 Public utility D, E 
41000-44999 Construction F 
45000-46999 Wholesale G 
47000-48999 Retail G 
49000-54999 Transport H 
55000-57999 Food services I 
58000-63999 ICT services J 
64000-68999 Financial services K 
69000-76999 Advanced services M 
77000-83999 Other personal services M 
84000-85999 Public services O,P 
86000-89999 Health/social services Q 
90000-99999 Other services R 
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Table A2. OLS regression results: Number of webpages on firm’s website. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Baseline firm: Mechanical engineering firm in region with >95% broadband availability, >250 employees, >100 years old. 
*p≤0.05, **p≤0.01, ***p≤0.001 
  
Variable Coefficient 
Robust 
Std. Error 
Broadband (≥50Mbits) availability 
76-95% -7.024 34.18 
50-75% -0.74 35.97 
10-50% 5.67 36.35 
0-10% -64.75 93.85 
Employees 
1-5 -684.28*** 141.95 
6-25 -632.31*** 142.03 
26-250 -467.18*** 144.11 
Age 
0-1 -173.20 99.27 
2-5 -119.22 90.82 
6-25 -148.30 87.75 
26-100 -170.84 87.86 
Sector 
Agriculture -89.01 54.77 
Mining -52.25 81.12 
Consumer goods 17.75 70.96 
Petrochemistry -116.27 61.11 
Pharmaceuticals -517.50** 191.47 
Materials 70.27 101.29 
Metal products -99.09 59.21 
Electronic products 178.60 111.76 
Other products 4.55 73.68 
Public utility 22.92 92.24 
Construction -61.70 54.02 
Wholesale 139.49** 60.51 
Retail 280.69*** 67.66 
Transport -80.29 60.30 
Food services -26.76 59.25 
ICT services 151.33** 70.75 
Financial services 236.95*** 71.76 
Advanced services 32.50 56.68 
Other personal services 25.59 62.51 
Public services 166.28 91.29 
Health/social services -79.94 58.88 
Other services 220.66*** 68.35 
Constant 
Constant 926.81*** 178.63 
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Table A3. OLS regression results: Mean number of characters per webpage. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
Baseline firm: Mechanical engineering firm in region with >95% broadband availability, >250 employees, >100 years old. 
*p≤0.05, **p≤0.01, ***p≤0.001; n=3,955 
Variable Coefficient 
Robust 
Std. Error 
Broadband (≥50Mbits) availability 
76-95% -217.92 350.10 
50-75% 522.53 1143.60 
10-50% -420.99 430.69 
0-10% 134.47 517.62 
Population density 
1,000 people/km² 328.08* 147.70 
Employees 
1-5 -2010.08 2389.08 
6-25 -2011.86 2394.10 
26-250 -1748.15 2424.49 
Age 
0-1 -47.64 796.93 
2-5 125.15 709.39 
6-25 176.11 606.41 
26-100 -507.59 580.17 
Sector 
Agriculture -606.75 628.27 
Mining -1018.10 781.40 
Consumer goods -406.50 545.19 
Petrochemistry -932.72 726.01 
Pharmaceuticals -1320.89 1699.43 
Materials 210.79 638.99 
Metal products -686.26 566.13 
Electronic products -684.93 618.31 
Other products -455.22 816.33 
Public utility 1348.00 1092.19 
Construction -563.74 501.87 
Wholesale -86.04 552.02 
Retail 868.69 741.74 
Transport 255.92 714.85 
Food services -73.22 655.36 
ICT services 3095.48 2756.91 
Financial services -152.54 547.71 
Advanced services 455.85 536.17 
Other personal services 643.74 698.96 
Public services -611.05 631.97 
Health/social services 440.25 695.13 
Other services -296.41 512.15 
Constant 
Constant 4984.50* 2435.30 
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Table A4. OLS regression results: Share (0.0 to 1.0) of German language on firm’s website. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Baseline firm: Mechanical engineering firm in region with >95% broadband availability, >250 employees, >100 years old. 
*p≤0.05, **p≤0.01, ***p≤0.001; n=432 
Variable Coefficient 
Robust 
Std. Error 
Broadband (≥50Mbits) availability 
76-95% -0.05 0.03 
50-75% -0.05 0.04 
10-50% -0.08* 0.04 
0-10% -0.01 0.07 
Population density 
in 1,000 people/km² -0.02 0.01 
Employees 
1-5 0.03 0.07 
6-25 -0.01 0.07 
26-250 -0.02 0.07 
Age 
0-1 -0.03 0.10 
2-5 -0.14 0.08 
6-25 -0.04 0.07 
26-100 -0.01 0.06 
Sector 
Agriculture 0.36* 0.15 
Mining 0.43** 0.14 
Consumer goods 0.27 0.17 
Petrochemistry 0.21 0.18 
Pharmaceuticals -0.59*** 0.14 
Materials 0.29 0.18 
Metal products 0.40** 0.14 
Electronic products 0.14 0.22 
Other products 0.30 0.19 
Public utility 0.16 0.17 
Construction 0.37** 0.14 
Wholesale 0.36* 0.14 
Retail 0.37 0.14 
Transport 0.29* 0.15 
Food services 0.27 0.15 
ICT services 0.35* 0.15 
Financial services 0.18 0.17 
Advanced services 0.31* 0.15 
Other personal services 0.37** 0.14 
Public services 0.33* 0.17 
Health/social services 0.41** 0.14 
Other services 0.31* 0.15 
Constant 
Constant 0.68*** 0.17 
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Table A5. OLS regression results: Mean number of hyperlinks per webpage. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Baseline firm: Mechanical engineering firm in region with >95% broadband availability, >250 employees, >100 years old. 
*p≤0.05, **p≤0.01, ***p≤0.001; n=4,121 
Variable Coefficient 
Robust 
Std. Error 
Broadband (≥50Mbits) availability 
76-95% 3.00 3.65 
50-75% 10.22* 4.66 
10-50% 7.53 4.59 
0-10% 2.86 8.39 
Population density 
in 1,000 people/km² 1.96 1.08 
Employees 
1-5 -5.58 10.78 
6-25 -3.37 10.68 
26-250 -7.77 10.74 
Age 
0-1 3.84 6.32 
2-5 5.01 6.56 
6-25 9.07 5.75 
26-100 5.14 5.78 
Sector 
Agriculture -11.34 14.54 
Mining -18.06 14.46 
Consumer goods -10.16 13.79 
Petrochemistry -19.40 14.09 
Pharmaceuticals -14.08 14.34 
Materials -17.69 13.26 
Metal products -13.73 13.94 
Electronic products -21.28 13.22 
Other products -19.17 13.38 
Public utility -13.48 13.34 
Construction -4.41 14.34 
Wholesale -7.12 13.73 
Retail -7.35 15.05 
Transport -8.20 13.52 
Food services -4.17 14.16 
ICT services -9.01 13.92 
Financial services -3.82 13.99 
Advanced services 0.71 16.00 
Other personal services 2.02 16.52 
Public services -13.53 13.36 
Health/social services -4.71 13.94 
Other services -11.34 14.54 
Constant 
Constant 19.85 17.80 
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ARGUS Documentation 
The free-to-use ARGUS web scraper and the full documentation can be found here: 
https://github.com/datawizard1337/ARGUS 
ARGUS 
ARGUS is an easy-to-use web mining tool. The program is based on the Scrapy Python framework 
and is able to crawl a broad range of different websites. On these websites, ARGUS is able to perform 
tasks like scraping texts or collecting hyperlinks between websites. 
Getting Started 
These instructions will get you a copy of ARGUS up and running on your local machine. 
Follow these 10 easy steps, which are described in more detail below, to carry out a successful AR-
GUS scraping run: 
1. Install Python 3.6 
2. Install additional Python packages. 
3. Install cURL and add a cURL environment variable to your system. 
4. Download and extract the ARGUS files. 
5. Prepare the settings.txt and your list of website URLs. 
6. Run the scrapyd server by double-clicking on "start_server.bat" 
7. Start your scraping run by double-clicking on "start_scraping.bat" 
8. Check your scraping run using the web interface. 
9. Wait until all jobs have finished. 
10. Run the "postprocessing.bat" and check out the results which were saved to the same di-
rectory your initial list of website URLs are located in. 
System requirements 
ARGUS works with Python 3.6, is based on the Scrapy framework and has the following Python pack-
age dependencies: 
 Scrapy 1.5.0 
 scrapyd 1.2.0 
 scrapyd-client 1.1.0 
 scrapy-fake-useragent 1.1.0 
 tldextract 2.2.0 
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 pandas 0.22.0 
Additionally, you need cURL to communicate with the ARGUS user interface. An executable Win-
dows 64bit version of cURL can be downloaded here, for example. After downloading and extract-
ing, you need to add a cURL environment variable to your system. See this Stackoverlow thread if 
you do not know how to do that. 
Installation 
If you are not using Python yet, the easiest way to install Python 3.6 and most of its crucial packages 
is to use the Anaconda Distribution. After installing Anaconda, you can use pip to install the packages 
above by typing “pip install package_name” (e.g., “pip install scrapy”) into your system command 
prompt. 
Using ARGUS 
If you are interested in how ARGUS processes websites, read the following description of its work-
flow. Otherwise, you may continue with the next section. 
An ARGUS crawl is based on a list of firm website addresses (URL) provided by the user and proceeds 
as follows: 
1. The first webpage (a website’s main page) is requested using the first address in the given 
URL list. 
2. A collector item is instantiated, which is used to collect the website’s content, meta-data 
(e.g. timestamps, number of scraped URLs etc.), and a so-called URL stack. 
3. The main page is processed: 
o Content from the main page is extracted and stored in the collector item. 
o URLs which refer to subpages of the same website (i.e. domain) are extracted and 
stored in the collector item’s URL stack. 
4. The algorithm continues to request subpages of the website using URLs from the URL 
stack. Hereby, it can use a simple heuristic which gives higher priority to short URLs and 
those URLs which refer to subpages in a predefined language. 
o Content and URLs are collected from the subpage and stored in the collector item. 
o The next URL in the URL stack is processed. 
5. The algorithm stops to process a domain once all subpages have been processed or as 
soon as a predefined number of subpages per domain have been processed. 
6. The collected content is processed and exported to an output file. 
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7. The next website is processed by requesting the next URL from the URL list provided by 
the user. The process described above is repeated until all firm website addresses from 
the user list have been processed. 
Spider types 
Currently, ARGUS comes with two types of spiders: textspiders and linkspiders. 
 textspider - these spiders extract texts from websites you give to them. 
 linkspider - these spiders extract hyperlinks between websites you give to them. They also 
collect hyperlinks to websites "out-of-sample", but not between out-of-sample websites 
and from out-of-sample websites to within-sample websites. 
The settings file 
The first thing you have to do when performing an ARGUS crawl is to prepare the “settings.txt” 
which is located in the ARGUS root directory. In the settings file, the following parameters need to 
be set: 
 [input-data] 
o filepath – the full path to your text file with website addresses. The file should be 
delimiter-separated and without BOM (byte order mark). An easy way to see 
whether your text file uses BOM is to use Notepad++ and check the “Encoding” in 
the top panel. The URLs need to be in the format “www.example.com”. The direc-
tory of your URL list will also be used to output the scraped data. An example web-
site address can be found in /misc:  
o delimiter – the type of delimiter your text file uses. It is recommended to use tab-
delimited text files: \t 
o encoding – the encoding of your text file. It is recommended to use text files in: 
utf-8 
o ID – the field name of your unique website identifier in your website address file. 
o url – the field name of your web addresses in your website address file. 
 [system] 
o n_cores – the number of processor cores you want to dedicate to the ARGUS 
scraping process. It is recommended to use the total number of cores in your sys-
tem -1 (i.e. if you have a quad-core processor with 4 cores, you should choose 
“n_cores = 3”). 
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 [spider-settings] 
o spider - select either text or link to use textspiders or linkspiders to process your 
websites. 
o limit – the maximum number of subpages (incl. the main/starting page) that will 
be scraped per domain. Set this to 0 if you want to scrape entire websites (caution 
is advised as there are websites with tens of thousands of subpages). 
o prefer_short_urls – whether you want ARGUS to preferentially download the 
shortest hyperlinks it finds on a website first. ARGUS usually starts at the website’s 
main page where it collects all hyperlinks directing to the website’s subpages. Af-
ter processing the website’s main page, ARGUS follows the hyperlinks it finds 
there and does the same to website’s subpages until it reaches the set limit. If pre-
fer_short_urls is set to “on”, ARGUS will visit those subpages with the shortest 
URLs first. The reasoning behind this is that one can assume that the most general 
(and arguably most important) information is located at the website’s top level 
webpages (e.g., www.example.com/products). If you want to turn this simple se-
lection heuristic off, choose: off 
o language – the language that will be preferred when selecting the next subpage 
URL (analogous to prefer_short_urls). Note that this simple heuristic just checks 
the URL for certain ISO language codes. You need to insert the ISO language name 
as you find it in the “ISO_language_code.txt” in the ARGUS\misc sub directory. So 
if you wanted to prioritize German language URLs, you would enter: German. If 
you do not want to use this heuristic, just enter: None. 
o log – the amount of information that is stored in log files. The available options 
are DEBUG, INFO, WARNING, ERROR, and CRITITCAL. For larger scraping runs, the 
log level should be set to: INFO. 
Starting a scraping run 
Before starting your scraping run, a scrapyd server, which handles your scraping jobs, needs to be 
started. This can be done by running the “start_server.bat”, which opens a separate window that 
should not be closed for the entirety of the upcoming scraping run. After the server has started, the 
scraping process can be launched by executing “start_scraping.bat”. This little program will split 
your list of URLs into handy chunks and starts a separate job for each chunk to speed up the scraping 
process. The splitting and job scheduling may take a short while. After all jobs have been scheduled, 
the scrapyd web interface will open up in your default web browser (you can also get there by typing 
“http://127.0.0.1:6800/” into your web browser).  
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You can safely ignore the lower part about how to schedule a spider, because ARGUS does that for 
you. To see the jobs which have been scheduled, click the “Jobs” link. There you will find an overview 
about the pending, running, and finished jobs. You can also see the time a job was started, its current 
runtime, and the time it was finished. By clicking on a job’s log link, you can have a look at its log 
file. The number of running jobs should be equal to the n_cores parameter you set in the “set-
tings.txt”. 
Stopping jobs 
Sometimes certain jobs stop working or never finish, so you may want to stop and restart them. This 
can be done by running the “kill_single_job.bat”. You will be asked for the id of the job you want to 
cancel. The id is a long hash number which can be found in the “Job” column in the “Jobs” web 
interface section.  
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You can stop all processes at once by running the “kill_all_jobs.bat”. This little program will tell the 
scrapyd server to stop all running and scheduled processes. You will be asked whether you want to 
delete the data already scraped. If you decide against deleting the scraped data, you may want to 
run the “postprocessing.bat” as described below. 
Postprocessing 
When all jobs are finished, you may close the scrapyd server window to stop the server. Finally, you 
need to run “postprocessing.bat” which cleans up and writes your scraped data to the directory of 
your input data. 
Output data 
The output file can be found in the same directory your original website address file is located 
(filepath parameter in the settings file). 
Textspider output 
One row equals one webpage and n (n ≤ limit) webpages equal one website (identified by its ID). 
 
 ID – the ID of the website as given in [input-data] section of the settings file. 
 dl_rank – the chronological order the webpage was downloaded. The main page of a web-
site (i.e. the URL in your website address file) has rank 0, the first subpage processed after 
the main page has rank 1, and so on. 
 dl_slot – the domain name of the website as found in the user given website address list. 
 error – not “None” if there was an error requesting the website’s main page. Can be an 
HTML error (e.g., “404”), DNS lookup error, or a timeout. 
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 redirect – is “True” if there was a redirect to another domain when requesting the first 
webpage from a website. This may indicate that ARGUS scraped a different website than 
intended. However, it may also be a less severe redirect like “www.example.de” to 
“www.example.com”. It is your responsibility to deal with redirects. 
 start_page – gives you the first webpage that was scraped from this website. Usually, this 
should be the URL given in your website address file. 
 text – the text that was downloaded from the webpage. 
 timestamp – the exact time when the webpage was downloaded. 
 url – the URL of the webpage. 
Linkspider output 
One row equals one website (identified by its ID). All hyperlinks found on n (n ≤ limit) webpages are 
aggregated to the website (domain) level and duplicates are removed. 
 
 ID – the ID of the website as given in [input-data] section of the settings file. 
 alias – if there was an initial redirect (e.g. from www.example.de to www.example.com), 
the domain the spider got redirected to ("example.com" in the example) becomes the 
website’s alias.  
 dl_slot – the domain name of the website as found in the website address list provided by 
the user. 
 error – not “None” if there was an error requesting the website’s main page. Can be an 
HTML error (e.g., “404”), DNS lookup error, or a timeout. 
 links_internal – the domains of "within-sample" websites found on the focal website. The 
first element is the focal website itself (this format makes it easier to import the data as an 
"adjacency list" into analysis software). Field is empty if no hyperlinks to within-sample 
websites were found. 
 links_external – the domains of "within-sample" and "out-of-sample" websites found on 
the focal website. The first element is the focal website itself (this format makes it easiert 
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to import the data as an "adjacency list" into analysis software). Field is empty if no hyper-
links were found. 
 redirect – is “True” if there was a redirect to another domain when requesting the first 
webpage from a website. This may indicate that ARGUS scraped a different website to the 
one intended. However, it may also be a less severe redirect like “www.example.de” to 
“www.example.com”. It is your responsibility to deal with redirects. 
 timestamp – the exact time when the webpage was downloaded. 
 url – the URL of the webpage. 
Why ARGUS? 
ARGUS stands for "Automated Robot for Generic Universal Scraping". 
 
